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 $viewmode$ : The current view mode. Can be used to switch between player view and mechanic view. For the player view the
game will use the setting that can be found in the $steam$/$options$/game section. For the mechanic view the game will use the
setting that can be found in the $steam$/$account$/$views$ section. $max_players$ : The maximum number of players allowed
on the server. The default is 2. $max_time$ : The maximum length of time a player can wait for their next mission. The default

is 6 hours. $merchant$ : The merchant who is sending the mission. The default is 0 (anonymous). $store$ : The store who is
sending the mission. The default is 0 (anonymous). $share$ : How much percent of the mission's earnings will be shared. A

value between 0 and 100, default is 50. $share_amount$ : The amount the player will get from the mission. A value between 0
and 100, default is 50. $mission_progress_to_share$ : How much percent of the mission's progress will be shared. A value

between 0 and 100, default is 0. $mission_progress_to_buy$ : The percentage of the total earnings that will be used for mission
purchasing. A value between 0 and 100, default is 0. $mission_progress_to_sell$ : The percentage of the total earnings that will

be used for mission selling. A value between 0 and 100, default is 0. $mission_progress_to_buy_address$
$mission_progress_to_sell_address$ $mission_progress_to_sell_address_amount$ : The amount of the mission's earnings to be

sold. A value between 0 and 100, default is 0. $mission 82157476af
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